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Meteor Ablation Spherules as Chondrule Analogs 
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Meteor ablation spherules are melt products of meteoroids that enter the Earth's atmosphere. They are 
produced by aerodynamic melting, a process that surely produced chondrule-like objects in the early solar 
system but that apparently did not play a role in forming chondrules found in chondrites. The properties of 
ablation spherules do, however, provide insight into the chondrule problem because the spheres are 
chondrule analogs formed by a known process. Although the spheres have strong similarities to meteoritic 
chondrules, they also differ in significant respects. The differences between the spheres and chondrules 
suggest that chondrules could not have formed by flash melting of a primitive fine-grained chondritic 
precursor. 

INTRODUCTION 

Meteor ablation spherules are solidified melt droplets from 0.1 mm and larger meteoroids that 
enter the atmosphere. The spheres in effect are terrestrial chondrules produced in the atmosphere 
by aerodynamic heating of extraterrestrial materials. Ablation spheres in the 2 µm to 25 µm size 
range have been collected in the stratosphere (Brownlee et al, 1977) and spheres in the 25 µ m to 3 
mm size range have been collected from deep-sea sediments (Murray and Renard, 1891; Bruun et 
al., 1955; Millard and Finkelmann, 1970; Pettersson and Fredriksson, 1958; Brownlee, 1981). 
These aerodynamic "chondrules" have both strong similarities and distinct differences relative to 
true chondrules. The comparison of ablation spheres and true chondrules provides insight into the 
possible origins of meteoritic chondrules because many of the aspects of the formation of the 
atmospheric spherules are known. The time scale for heating and cooling can be calculated, the 
ambient pressure at the altitude of melting is known, and to some extent the nature of the unmelted 
precursor material is known. The ablation spheres are of interest both because they are chondrule 
analogs formed by a known process and also because they are examples of chondrule-like objects 
that have not been seen in chondrites but that must be abundantly produced in the atmosphere of 
all planets. 

AERODYNAMIC SPHERULES 

Meteor ablation spheres collected in the stratosphere and from the Earth's surface are the only 
known samples of chondrule-like objects produced aerodynamically, but similar objects must also 
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D. E. Brownlee et al.: Meteor ablation spherules 11 

be common elsewhere in the solar system. Currently they must be produced in the 
atmospheres of all the planets, and they should also have been produced in the solar nebula 
whenever high differential velocity existed between solids and gas. Ablation spheres probably 
constitute 100% of the millimeter-sized metal and silicate particles presently in the atmospheres of 
the Jovian planets. In the past there may have been times when ablation spheres could have been 
relatively abundant on the surfaces of terrestrial planets and even on satellites with transient 
atmospheres. 

Aerodynamic melting of small meteoroids occurs when the frictional power input exceeds 
the power thermally radiated at the object's melting temperature. The entry physics for millimeter-
sized meteoroids is relatively simple because the particles have small thermal inertias and they do 
not generate gas caps during entry (Opik, 1958). The velocity required to heat a small meteoroid 
to a temperature Tin a gas of density p can be expressed by the following equation where f and a 
are respectively the emissivity and the Stefan Boltzman constant: 

V = [ sia ] 11,T'I' (cgs). (1) 

Chondritic material melts at ~ 1300° C and the critical relative velocity for chondrite melting at a 
given air density is: 

(2) 

In the Earth's atmosphere, Ve is 0.6 km s-1 at 32 km altitude and 9.4 km s-1 at 90 km. For the 
terrestrial atmosphere and minimum entry velocity, meteoroid melting occurs at altitudes below 
100 km at ambient pressures of 10-6 atmospheres or more. Melting can occur in any atmosphere as 
long as the scale height is not so large that the particle significantly decelerates before reaching 
dense air. In addition to formation in atmospheres, aerodynamic spherules could form directly in 
the solar nebula gas if velocity gradients existed on the order of 1 s-1 (for pressures on the order of 
10-5 atmospheres and velocities of a few km s -1 ). 

An intriguing aspect of aerodynamic melting in atmospheres is that with properly 
constrained entry velocities, the process could convert irregular millimeter particles to spheres 
with very high efficiency. Depending on velocity and entry angle, particles either survive as 
unmelted micrometeorites or they are converted to spheres and/ or vapor. It is conceivable that 
high densities of spherules could be produced by aerodynamic melting in both planetary 
atmospheres and transient atmospheres of planetesimals. However, while the aerodynamic 
production process must have produced large numbers of spherules in the early solar system, it 
does not appear to have played a significant role in production of chondrules found in chondrites. 
This is clear because ablation spherules have properties that are distinctly different from those of 
true chondrules. 
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12 Chondrules and their Origins 

ANALOGS TO METEORITIC CHONDRULES 

The recovered ablation spherules range in size from a few microns to over 2 mm in diameter 
and hence cover the same size range as chondrules. The spheres formed in an ambient gas pressure 
of 10-6 to 10-3 atm and the time scale for heating and cooling is in the range of 5 to 15 seconds. As 
will be discussed in the following sections, the precursor material for the spheres is believed to be a 
fine-grained chondritic composition material with a relatively high carbon content. The spheres 
occur as stony (S), Fe-Ni sulfide (FSN), and iron (I) types. The S spheres are composed of olivine 
and glass and have chondrule-like textures (Blanchard et al, 1980). The FSN spheres are 
composed of magnetite and pyrrhotite and have not been found as particles larger than 25 µm 
(Brownlee, 1978). The I spheres are composed of Fe-Ni metal, magnetite, and wiistite (Marvin 
and Einaudi, 1967) and are not analogs to anything in meteorites. The S spheres are the closest 
analogs to true chondrules and they will be the subject of the following discussion. 

THERMAL EFFECTS 

A striking difference between the type S ablation spheres and true chondrules is that the 
spheres show a wide range in degree of peak heating. This ranges from particles that were mildly 
heated and only partially melted to those that were severely heated to the point where major 

A 

F E 

Fig. 1 The thermal alteration of a submillimeter particle depicted in hypothetical polished 
sections made at successive stages of heating from A to G. At stage Fall precursor solids have 
melted and at stage G volatilization of Fe and Si has occurred. All stages in this figure have been 
observed in meteor ablation spherules. 
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D. E. Brownlee et al.: Meteor ablation spherules 13 

elements such as iron and silicon were depleted by volatilii.ation. The range of heating presumably 
is due to a range in entry velocities and entry angles. The degree of heating is also determined by 
whether a particle enters singly or is separated from a larger mass deep in the atmosphere. Figure 1 
depicts the evolutionary changes that occur in a hypothetical 0.5 millimeter particle as it is 
subjected to increasing degrees of heating. The drawings A--G show the expected appearance of 
polished sections of a particle quenched from various stages of increased thermal alteration. All 
stages of Fig. 1 have been observed in polished sections of collected ablation particles. Part A is the 
original particle composed of a fine-grained carbonaceous chondrite (CI/CM)-like matrix con-
taining a few large silicate grains. In stage B the matrix has begun to break down, partial melting 
occurs, and the volume of the particle increases due to vesicle formation. In C the release of 
volatiles (H20, CO2, or S) produces extreme vesicularity (Fig. 2a). In steps Band C, formation of 

Fig. 2 (a) SEM image of a polished section of a vesicular chondritic composition deep-sea 
"spherule" corresponding to stage C in Fig. 1. The bright grains are sulfides and the large relic 
grain is forsterite. (b) A relic forsterite olivine in a deep-sea stony sphere. The large rectangular 
relic grain contains bright (dusty) metal grains that are nearly Ni-free, indicating formation by in 
situ reduction. The sharp contact between the dark low Fe relic grain and the surrounding olivine 
is typical and shows a clear delineation between true relic material and material that has 
equilibrated with a chondritic composition melt. The sphere containing this grain is shown in Fig. 5. 
Scale bars = 10 µm. 
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14 Chondrules and their Origins 

iron metal begins due to reduction of silicates and/ or the decomposition of sulfide. At stage D 
continued heating has driven out nearly all of the volatiles and all but the two large original 
mineral grains have been absorbed into the melt. At stage E only one original relic grain remains 
and it has a distinct reaction rim where it has equilibrated with chondritic composition melt. 
Continued heating destroys all original grains, depletes all volatiles, and the end product is the 
non-vesicular fairly spherical object in F. The particle in F is composed of olivine, glass, and 
magnetite and it has chondritic elemental composition with the exceptions of depletion of 
siderophiles and strong depletion of Na, Rb, K, and S. In the case of extreme heating (high entry 
velocity) evolution continues to G, where major elements are depleted by vaporization. The result 
is a sphere that is depleted in Fe, Si, and sometimes Mg relative to chondritic properties. Particles 
of this composition have been collected in the stratosphere and have been called CAT spheres 
(Brownlee et al, 1982) because they are enriched in Ca, Al, and Ti relative to chondritic 
composition. A stratospheric CAT sphere analyzed by Esat et al (1979) was found to have Mg 
isotopic fractionation of 1.1 % Amu-1, consistent with significant volatili1.ation of Mg. 

The wide range of thermal alteration in the ablation spherules is a natural consequence of 
their mode of formation. Some objects are barely heated while others are heated severely. As is the 
case with aerodynamic heating, chondrule formation processes such as hypervelocity impact, 
electrical discharge, and shock waves should also produce particles with thermal modifications 
ranging from partial melting to significant vaporization. 

It appears, however, that peak temperatures reached by chondrules were constrained to a 
narrower range than that of the ablation spheres. It is evident that stages B through D in Fig. 1 and 
in particular the highly vesicular stage in Fig. 2a are underrepresented in ferromagnesian chon-
drules. This difference could be due to differences in the heating time scales and precursor 
materials, but it probably indicates that the process of chondrule formation always involved 
temperatures that resulted in significant melting and efficient loss of highly volatile phases. The 
survival of unmelted relic grains (stage E), usually forsteritic olivine or enstatite, is seen in ~5% of 
the deep-sea spherules. Relic grains also exist in chondrules as the "dusty" olivine grains identified 
by Rambaldi and Wasson (1982). A dusty relic grain in a deep-sea spherule is shown in Fig. 2b. 

Most of the examined ablation spheres that represent Fare depleted in the volatiles Na, K, S, 
and Rb by factors in the range of 10-103 (Brownlee, 1981; Papanastassiou et al, 1983 ). The Na 
depletion is much larger than for typical chondrules (Grossman et al, 1979; Grossman and 
Wasson, 1982; Lux et al., 1980; Gooding et al, 1980), an indication that many of the spheres 
have been heated to higher temperatures than chondrules. Investigation of Na loss in chondrules 
by Tsuchiyama et al. (1981) indicates that peak temperatures for chondrules are in the range of 
1800°-2200°C. For extreme cases of heating of ablation spheres, the result is the previously 
mentioned CAT spheres, which have experienced substantial volatilization of Fe, Si, Mg, and 
more volatile materials. The composition of the CAT spheres is qualitatively similar to residues 
produced in the laboratory by heating CM matrix to 1800°C for 10 minutes in vacuum 
(Hashimoto et al, 1979). To produce similar volatilization on the time scale of 5 seconds probably 
requires a peak temperature above 2000°C. The abundance of CAT spheres in atmospheric 
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D. E. Brownlee et al.: Meteor ablation spherules 15 

ablation spheres has not yet been quantitatively determined because these particles do not have the 
usual compositional or magnetic properties normally used for identifying extraterrestrial materials 
in the stratosphere and in deep-sea sediments. In the stratosphere the abundance of CAT spheres is 
probably more than 10% of the abundance of chondritic composition spheres in the 10 µm size 
range. While some calcium-aluminum inclusions in carbonaceous chondrites could be evapora-
tive residues, it is clear that the extreme heating required to produce CAT spheres did not play a 
significant role in producing chondrules in ordinary chondrites. Thus, peak temperatures in the 
chondrule formation process were both lower and constrained to a narrower range than tempera-
tures produced during meteor ablation. 

ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION 

We have measured the elemental compositions of the unaltered centers of 260 deep-sea stony 
spheres in the 0.2 to 1 mm size range by defocused beam microprobe analysis of polished sections. 
The abundances of Mg, Al, Si, Ca, Ti, and Mn occur with chondritic proportions and, normalized 
to Si, they cluster around CI/CM values. Histograms for Al/Si and Mn/Si are shown in Figs. 3a 
and 3b. The relatively small spread of measured values and lack of systematic offsets from CI 
composition contrasts with measurements of chondrule compositions (Mcsween, 1977; Lux et al, 
1980; Gooding etaL, 1980; Hertogen, 1982). Over 75% of the spheres have Mg/Si ratios within 
10% of the CI ratio. As can be seen in Fig. 3d, the measured points cluster around a constant Mg/Si 
line that agrees with CI but is distinct from ordinary chondrites. We interpret these results as an 
indication that the precursors for the ablation spheres were finer grained than the chondrule 
precursor materials and that they had a composition similar to CI meteorites. 

The other elements that were measured (Na, S, Cr, Fe, Ni) are all depleted relative to CI 
values. Na and S are usually depleted by a factor of 10 or more and presumably were lost by 
volatilization. As mentioned previously, the significant depletion of alkalies requires temperatures 
higher than those that were experienced by chondrules. The depletion of Cr, Fe, and Ni is believed 
to be due to a loss of a siderophile-rich phase and will be discussed in the following section. 

Loss of siderophiles 

Ni and Cr, and usually Fe, are depleted by various degrees in nearly all of the stony ablation 
spherules collected in the stratosphere and in deep-sea sediments. Figure 3d compares sphere 
compositions with the chondrule compositions of Scott et al (1982). It is seen that the typical Fe 
abundance is considerably below the CI value but not as low as that in typical chondrules. 
However, the lowest Fe values are probably underrepresented because the particles were collected 
magnetically and those with only minor iron contents could not have enough magnetite to permit 
efficient collection. Magnetite forms in the spherules during heating and oxidation. The spheres in 
Fig. 3d that have very high iron values probably originally contained a large metal or sulfide grain 
that was subsequently oxidized and assimilated into the melt. 
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Fig. 3a Results of microprobe 
analysis of stony spheres using a 
30 µm spot on the interiors of 
spheres unetched by seawater. Dis-
tribution of Al/Si (wt.%) histogram 
is peaked at the Murchison (CM) 
Al/Si value. The low Al/Si values 
probably correspond to spheres of 
monomineralic (olivine) precur-
sors. All spheres were collected 
from the ocean floor by the cosmic 
muke rake (Brownlee et al., 1978). 

A large range of coupled Ni and Cr depletion is seen in the spheres and the depletions of these 
elements are correlated (Fig. 3c ). The obvious implication is that the spheres lost a siderophile-rich 
(including Cr) phase during atmospheric entry. The depletion of Ni and Cr in nearly all of the 
spheres implies that this process was quite common. Rare stony spheres have been found that 
contain a metal bead. In these cases Ni is concentrated into the metal bead. A dense metal bead 
could be lost in the majority of cases from a molten silicate sphere by deceleration out of the Earth 
side of the sphere or by centrifugal spin out. 

The remarkable aspect of the siderophile depletion is that it appears to have occurred by loss 
of a metal bead from a material that otherwise has CI/CM composition (metal-free meteorites). 
Although oxidation clearly takes place late in the entry process, it can be preceded by a phase of 
brief but strong reduction. CI meteorites have C/Fe atom ratios near unity, and rapid heating of 
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Fig. 3c Plot of Ni/Si (wt.%) and 
Cr/Si (wt.%) values. Both elements 
are depleted in spheres compared to 
chondritic values, yet are correlated . 
This indicates loss of a Ni,Cr-rich 

· metal phase, probably during a period 
of intense reduction of precursor 
material during entry into the atmo-
sphere . 

Fig. 3d SiO2-FeO-MgO ternary 
diagram of spheres. Shown on the 
diagram are the olivine-pyroxene 
trend lines and contours of chon-
drule boundaries from Scott et al. 
(1982). The low Al/Si particles (see 
Fig. 3a) are represented as solid 
triangles. The locations of CI, L, 
LL, and H chondrites (bulk analy-

. sis) are also indicated. All Fe is 
reported as FeO. 
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18 Chondrules and their Origins 

this fine-grained material can efficiently reduce a significant fraction of the iron, Ni, and Cr from 
the silicate. We envision the sphere precursors to be a fine-grained, highly oxidized CI material in 
which rapid and intense heating and reaction with carbonaceous material reduces siderophiles 
from original silicates and produces a particle composed of silicate melt and a small metal spherule. 
After all the carbon is utiliz.ed or lost by vaporiz.ation, then the metal would begin to oxidiz.e and 
reenter the silicate melt. Metal formation in Murchison samples heated in the laboratory has been 
reported by Matza and Lipschutz (1978) and Hashimoto et al (1979). To test whether this can 
happen on short time scales we pulse-heated 10 µm particles of Murchison and chondritic 
micrometeorites with an electron beam in a 10-6 Torr vacuum. Within seconds a silicate sphere 
formed that was covered with Fe-Ni alloy mounds. Similar particles, called Mickey Mouse or 
metal mound silicate spheres (MMS), have been collected in the stratosphere (Fig. 4) (Brownlee et 
al., 1982). The metal content of the unmelted stratospheric micrometeorites is very small and the 
existence of the MMS indicates that metal formation during atmospheric entry does in fact take 
place. As long as the reducing conditions are strong, then Cr can also be put into the metal phase. H 
the Cr /Ni correlation in Fig. 4 was not due to in situ reduction but due to loss of a pre-atmospheric 
metal phase, then the metal phase would have to contain a very high Cr content. 

We believe that the observed Cr and Ni depletion in type S ablation spheres is due to 
formation and loss of metal by rapid carbothermic reduction in a fine-grained chondritic composi-
tion material. Although many metal beads are seen on the small sphere in Fig. 4, for the rare large 
spheres that still contain metal beads, the number of beads is limited to one and very rarely to two. 

Fig. 4 Conventional SEM and backscatter images of a metal mound silicate sphere (MMS or 
Mickey Mouse Sphere) collected in the stratosphere. The Fe-Ni metal mounds (bright in backscat-
ter) coat a Ni-free silicate sphere. These particles often occur with carbon and are believed to be 
products of in situ reduction from a carbon-rich chondritic precursor. Scale bar= 1 µm. 
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In these cases the spheres are distorted, suggesting that inertial effects ( centrifugal or linear) were 
playing a strong role in separating the silicate and metal phases, which differ in density by a factor 
of 2. When two beads are seen they are on opposite ends of the distorted sphere like oranges glued 
to opposite points of a football. Inertial forces apparently rapidly coagulate what must have 
originally been many small metal beads. The strong influence of inertial forces on the distribution 
and assumed loss of metal from ablation spheres contrasts with the case for chondrules where the 
casual distribution of metal implies minimal centrifugal or other inertial effects. If reduction from 
silicates is the major source of metal spheres, then one would expect that the number of metal 
spheres hitting the Earth's surface would approximately equal the number of silicate spheres. This 
is consistent with what is observed for 200-600 µm deep-sea spheres. If siderophile depletion in 
chondrules occurred by an analogous process, then one would also expect that for every silicate 
chondrule there would be a pure Fe-Ni alloy sphere, but these are not commonly observed in 
meteorites. 

Monornineralic precursors 

For spheres produced by simple melting of irregular precursors it should be possible to 
determine the composition of any monomineralic precursors. To our knowledge no chondrule 
group has been identified as the melt product of a specific mineral precursor. In contrast, there is 
evidence that several percent of the ablation spheres were nearly pure olivine grains before 
atmospheric entry. These spheres are seen as the low Al group in the Al/Si histogram in Fig. 3a. In 
the Mg-Si-Fe ternary (Fig. 3d), these low Al spheres are plotted as solid triangles and they are seen 
to have unusual non-chondritic major element compositions that closely match the olivine 
stoichiometry line. These results indicate that several percent of 300 µm ablation spheres were 
produced from nearly pure olivine grains that had an appreciable Fe content. Unfortunately, the 
distribution of points along the olivine line does not faithfully relate the iron distribution in 
precursor olivine grains because highly forsteritic compositions would not yield magnetite and 
could not be magnetically collected. The lack of points along the pyroxene line implies that 
pyroxene precursors in this size range are very rare. 

TEXTURE AND MINERALOGY 

SEM photos of polished sections of type S deep-sea spherules are shown in Fig. 5 and 
ultra-thin sections viewed by crossed polars are shown in Fig. 6. All of the observed textures 
formed at cooling rates of 100° -1000° Cs -, ; there is no conceivable energy source that could slow 
the cooling of small meteor ablation spherules. The stony spheres that have been examined are 
composed of olivine, glass, and magnetite (Blanchard et al, 1980). More than 85% of the spheres 
have barred olivine textures and most of the remainder have porphyritic textures. The high 
abundance of barred textures strongly contrasts with chondrites where barred chondrules are an 
order of magnitude less abundant (Mcsween, 1977). The bars are composed of interlocked 
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20 Chondrules and their Origins 

Fig. 5 SEM mosaic illustrating the variety of textures seen in polished sections of type S deep-sea 
spherules. The two center spheres and one of the corner spheres contain relic forsterite grains. 
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D. E. Brownlee et al.: Meteor ablation spherules 21 

Fig. 6 Ultra-thin sections of type S deep-sea spherules viewed in crossed polars, showing optical 
continuity in barred olivine textures. The largest sphere has a smooth cavity similar to cavities in 
related spheres that contain an Fe-Ni bead. The fan-textured grain is primarily olivine and glass as 
are the other spheres. The opaque phase is magnetite. 

micron and submicron olivine crystals (Fig. 7), which have optical continuity over large areas but 
which are only rarely optically continuous across an entire spherule. With rare exceptions, spheres 
do not have the circumferential olivine rims common around barred meteoritic chondrules. The 
barred spheres show a wide range in grain size even for spheres with identical compositions. 
Because the heating times cannot vary greatly for ablation spheres, textural variations may be the 
result of nucleation difficulties and supercooling as discussed by Lofgren ( 1982). The fan texture 
seen in Fig. 6 is very rare and appears to be a case where nucleation began at the sphere surface. 
The growth centers for the fans protrude from the sphere surface as faceted mounds giving the 
sphere surface a turtleback morphology. 
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22 Chondrules and their Origins 

Fig. 7 A crossed-polar view of an 
ultra-thin section of a type S deep-sea 
spherule. The width of the image is 
100 µm. 

Porphyritic ablation spheres have been seen with euhedral olivine crystals as large as 50 µm. 
An important aspect of the porphyritic spherules is that they often contain relic grains while barred 
spheres never contain relic materials. This implies that barred spheres were heated to higher 
temperatures. The formation of one texture rather than the other may be related to the peak 
temperature and the survival of nucleation centers (Lofgren, 1982). For ablation spheres, the 
preference of barred over porphyritic texture cannot be determined by cooling times because the 
cooling times of all spheres are short. 

A quite remarkable property of the spheres is that with the exception of rare relic grains, 
olivine is the only crystalline silicate phase. In a detailed SEM study of polished sections of 300 
stony deep-sea spherules, Zeitner (personal communication, 1983) found that olivine was the only 
silicate phase. The fact that the sphere compositions are olivine normative and that the spheres 
cooled quickly favors olivine formation, but it is extraordinary that olivine forms exclusively. This 
mineralogy is strikingly distinct from chondrules. The fan-textured sphere in Fig. 6 resembles a 
radiating pyroxene chondrule, but the fans are in fact composed of olivine. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Spherule production by aerodynamic melting is an ongoing process in the present solar 
system and it certainly played a role in the early solar system. While it is possible that this process 
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could have even been the major mechanism for the formation of spherules in the solar nebula, it is 
clear that aerodynamic melting of the type that occurs in planetary atmospheres did not play a 
significant role in producing chondrules found in chondrites. Aerodynamic formation of chon-
drules from pre-solar particles falling into solar nebula gas has been discussed by Wood (1983). 
Atmospheric meteor ablation spherules are certainly chondrule-like objects, but when examined in 
detail they significantly differ from chondrules. Some of these differences are: 

Ablation Spheres 

Wide range of thermal effects. 

Large depletion of the alkalies and 
sulfur. 

Barred texture dominates. 

Inertial loss of metal. 

Chondrules 

Narrow range of thermal effects. 

Only minor depletion of alkalies 
and sulfur. 

Porphyritic texture dominates. 

Observed distribution of metal not 
influenced by inertial forces. 

Pyroxene not formed during sphere Pyroxene common. 
formation. 

Some spheres had monomineralic No monomineralic precursors iden-
precursors. tified. 

Non-siderophile and non-volatile Wide range of compositions. 
element abundances close to chondritic. 

The results of the meteor ablation spherule study do not support chondrule formation models 
that include flash heating and rapid cooling of fine-grained carbonaceous chondrite precursor 
materials. The precursors of chondrules must have been coarse-grained and they probably were 
heated for relatively long periods oftime. The apparent lack of highly vesicular chondrules implies 
either that the precursors did not contain volatiles or that there was sufficient time for complete 
outgassing and collapse of vesicles. The fact that olivine is the only silicate formed by quenching of 
ablation spheres may be an indication that other silicates require longer cooling times for 
nucleation and that chondrules cooled at a much slower rate. The common loss of alkalies, the 
occasional partial volatilization of Fe and Si, and the occasional survival of only mildly heated 
materials indicate an extreme range of thermal effects for meteor spheres in comparison with 
chondrules. The apparent buffering of chondrule peak temperatures argues against violent 
uncontrolled chondrule formation processes such as aerodynamic heating, shock, or electrical 
discharge. In the rare stony ablation spheres that contain metal, inertial forces coagulate the metal 
into a single bead or sometimes two beads located at the end or ends of the long axis of the 
inertially disturbed prolate spheroid. The lack of inertial effects on the distribution of iron in 
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chondrules implies that chondrules were not rapidly spinning or significantly accelerating at their 
time of solidification. 
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